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Is it more difficult to learn when we are older?  

This question popped into my Inbox this week and it got me thinking. 

Possibly it depends who you are learning from. Some teachers rush 

unintentionally through a topic and you feel as though you are not 

keeping up. And you aren’t!  

That is because the teacher knows the subject well and says you just do 

this and this and then that and bingo! 

Of course it is not bingo, because you got left behind at the first step. 

Some of us are visual, some like to study copiously complicated 

manuals and others like to be shown step by step. 

Probably a bit of everything is good. But you do need a person who is 

prepared to show you a new thing slowly. The writer of my email wanted to learn to play 

the piano.  

She didn’t want to sit and practice scales and music she didn’t like. She wanted to play a 

song she liked and until she found someone prepared to teach the way she wanted it was 

hopeless. 

When we are older perhaps we more impatient like the writer of my email. The older we get 

we realise that we do not have endless decades to practice, unlike the 10 year old sitting at 

the piano. 

It all goes to prove that not only do 

people learn differently but teachers 

teach differently. When you are able 

to connect with the correct person a 

whole new world opens up to you. 

 

( I am going to delve into learning Photoshop this winter so I am looking for that perfect 

teacher!) Patience with needlework I can do, but not so much with other things.  

My new venture into the art class is a perfect example of learning when we are older. The 

teacher came up with the subject of autumn leaves to start us off. This way we would get 

used to colour. What a perfect subject. 

Also the pieces are only going to be small. A5. Hallelujah! There is hope for me yet. 



 

I know  - we are only just beginning our winter here in New Zealand. But for those who love 

Christmas and all the trimmings, such as new decorations of all kinds, new quilts, wall 

hangings, wreaths, scarves, crazy sweaters, new gnomes, tree decorations, place mats and 

table runners, we need to begin the thought process very soon. 

        

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Christmas fabrics whizz out of the shops very quickly and you need to begin looking around 

very soon. All these things take time to make as well, which needs to be factored into the 

plan. If things go awry the new table mat may not grace the table until 2025. 

One friend is still stitching a special pattern for her daughters 21st. Daughter is 33 this year. 

We do need to be organised and really like what you are going to stitch – as always. 

 

I am doing some designs for Just Cross Stitch 

magazine for 2022 which will need some Christmas 

fabric. My hunt has begun to find nice combinations 

of small print Christmas designs. 

But half the fun is in the search. 

A plug here for our local shops The Ribbon Rose and 

NZ Fabric and Yarns where I have found some lovely 

combinations of fabric that will do very nicely. 



Many people keep Christmas alive all year round with decorations adorning every nook and 

cranny month in and month out. You would have to be exceptionally dedicated to the season, 

but there are many who only stitch Christmassy things all the time.  

These folk are constantly on the lookout for new patterns and ideas and turn to the magazines 

whether as hard copy or online for inspiration. 

The magazines therefore have to supply the need and work their magic for a good section of 

the year. Going back another step, the designers have to supply the ideas well in advance. 

Hence I am working towards Christmas 2022.  

 

Our handcraft group persevered through their first class of cross stitch. The pattern was the 

ever popular pansy that keeps cropping up over and over again. I have given this away as a 

free pattern before but here it is again if you missed it.  

Choose your own pansy colours. DMC Variations have 

some great colours for pansies. 

Work the (x) in a darker pansy colour and the (o) in gold. 

Back stitch with one strand of the darker colour and use 

two strands for the cross stitching. 

If you can stitch this pattern you can stitch anything at all 

in cross stitch. It incorporates the full cross stitch and the 

¾ stitch in every direction. 

 

 

  

Here is the same pansy pattern 

stitched into a ball shape. 

This design was published in Just 

CrossStitch magazine a few years 

ago. 

 

 

 

 

 



Our featured shop this month is The Ribbon Rose in Mt Wellington, Auckland and Jon has 

supplied the following to describe his shop.  

   

 

 

 

Can you give us a little history of the shop?  

The Forlong family has operated The Ribbon Rose since 2007 and it has remained in the 

family since with the second generation taking over. 

It has evolved from a small specialist craft store to the ultimate crafters haven with an 

enormous collection of goodies in many crafts - knitting, patchwork, sewing, embroidery 

and papercraft all under one roof! Stephen and Heather acquired The Ribbon Rose originally 

all those years ago when it was a quaint craft and gift shop located in an old historical 

building in Ellerslie. After finding their feet in the industry they moved to its current Mount 

Wellington location, a move that tripled the size of the shop to allow for additional crafts to 

service more of Auckland’s crafters. 

A few years ago, Jon & Tamzin joined in bringing papercraft into the business – since then 

taking over management & have transformed their offering to be more available to all New 

Zealand, bringing tens of thousands of products online.  

 

What would you like to tell anyone who does not know your shop? 

The shop is more than just a place to get your craft supplies, it's a place to get inspiration for 

your next project, guidance on tricky spots in your patterns and just be around other crafty 

people - you know the people who also have multiple P.H.Ds or U.F.Os   We love spending 

time with customers as they choose their supplies and love it even more when they bring in 

the finished project to show off as well! 

For those who have never visited, the biggest shock people get when the first walk in is how 

much marvellous STUFF we have available for you       We think you are in for a treat on 

your first visit (and every visit after!) – our collection of crafty goodies now spans well over 



40,000 products, sourced from around the globe ready for Kiwis to stitch, knit, sew or create 

with!  

 

What keeps you inspired to keep on keeping on? 

It’s a pretty special industry to work with, from suppliers to customers – everyone involved 

is full of inspiration. Seeing the creativity of our customers, the exciting new products that 

become available and just how therapeutic craft has proven to be to so many in this crazy 

world. We feel lucky to have been a part of it, couldn’t imagine doing anything else. 

 

How has life in the shop changed over the last 12 months? 

Over the last 12 months The Ribbon Rose family has grown - personally and professionally 

despite Covid 19. The Forlongs welcomed the birth of Grace, Jon's daughter, as well as 3 

new staff members to help fulfil orders from around the country. We endured lockdowns 

with the rest of NZ followed by crazy work hours trying our best to get those crafty goods 

out to our loyal and supportive customers. The shop has seen two extensive remodels that 

required 'all-nighters’ to ensure the doors never closed. In terms of our shops offering has 

changed over the last 12months, the biggest change I think world-wide has been the shift in 

people’s appreciation for knitting! In response to this we have doubled our collection of 

yarns with now over 2,000 unique balls on hand – with a new larger warehouse to ensure 

we have enough stock no matter which colour you choose.  

We really feel like we haven't quite stopped growing and moving forward as a business and 

are so excited for what's come! 

     

A big thank you to Jon and to take a look yourself go to www.ribbonrose.co.nz 

 

Until next month keep stitching what you really want to stitch. 

As always, request a pattern, ask a question, or unsubscribe at cherry.parker@xtra.co.nz  

Cherry                               www.cherryparker.co.nz 
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